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Child Nutrition Worker Paints Mural 

 
Brandi Turner, a Child Nutrition Department employee at the Washington Pre-K Center, recently painted a mural for 
students to enjoy at the pre-kindergarten center on Seventh Street.  
 
“Honestly, I thought it needed to be brighter down here because the cafeteria is in the basement,” said Turner. “I thought 
this would be a nice way to give them something to look at.”  
 
“It took me probably a week to paint the three different murals,” she said. “I even brought my children up here to help 
some.”  
 
Turner said one of her children attended the Washington Pre-K Center the first year it opened. 
 
Tina Fisher, principal at the Washington Pre-K Center, said, “Mrs. Turner and I had been talking frequently about ways to 
spruce up the cafeteria, and we shared a goal to add more color. We came up with the idea to incorporate fruits and 
vegetables into the rainbow somehow.”  
 
“Mrs. Turner was able to create this beautiful piece by hand. She completely surpassed my expectations by bringing our 
vision to life. We are so excited to have this amazing space for our students to have their meals.”  
 
“I really just wanted to make it a happier place,” Turner said. “Some of the children didn’t go to daycare and come to 
school for the first time being away from home. Last year was such a rough year for everyone, and I wanted this mural to 
be something the kids could look at and be happy about.”  
 
Turner painted the mural for free and also recently just finished one at the Po-Hi Commons in an area called “The 
Basement.” She said she incorporated a 70s vibe into the mural and painted “Hold That Line,” a line from the Wildcat 
song.  
 
CAPTION:  
Brandi Turner, left, Child Nutrition Department employee at the Washington Pre-K Center, is pictured with Tina 
Fisher, principal at the Washington Pre-K Center, in front of one of the murals she painted.  
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